Do You Pledge to Make Earth a Greener Place ??
Dear Subscriber,
As we continue to contribute to the world for a better environment by preserving our global
biodiversity, Amadeus presents an enhancement for a greener tomorrow.
We can all be a part of creating a more sustainable environment, simply by making
changes in our day-to-day work. To spread this message and create awareness requires
help of each and every one of the Amadeus family.
Considering this, Amadeus has enhanced the functionality of Printing E-Ticket coupons
selectively.

Key benefits
User now can choose to avoid printing both audit and agent coupons while issuing
E-Tickets.
User now can give an override option of selective coupon printing while issuing
E-Tickets.

Additional changes have been implemented in the Audit/Agent coupon
reprint functionality. Below examples will illustrate the new changes.
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Enhancement of the Coupon Reprint Functionality
To reprint Supporting Documents (Agency/Audit Coupons) of Electronic Tickets
after issuance.
TTR/L(FA line No) >>>>>>>>>>>>entry to be performed

By using the Document Number without PNR retrieval.
TTR/T/123-2323232323 >>>>>>>>>>>>entry to be performed
(123-Airline numeric no, 2323232323-Document No.)

Enhancement of the Coupon Over-ride Option
TTP/C-U or TTP/C- I
Where U indicates Audit Coupon and I indicates Agent Coupon that can be printed with
the above entry, when default coupon printing is blocked at office level.

To activate these enhancements, you are requested to contact your nearest
Amadeus Helpdesk.

Let us pledge to make earth a better place to live!
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